High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) is a small, user-friendly interconnect that can carry up to 5 Gbps of combined video and audio in a single cable. This system eliminates the cost, complexity and confusion of multiple cables used to connect current A/V systems.

AITECH's cable assemblies are offered in both HDMI-to-HDMI for true digital connectivity and HDMI-to-DVI versions to accommodate the transition of equipment still using DVI (Digital Visual Interface) connectors. Our HDMI Coupler allows you to connect two HDMI cables together for longer cable solutions.

APPLICATIONS

Perfect for HDTV sets, DVD players/recorders, set-top boxes, flat-panel displays, switches and splitters with HDMI connections. Provides superior connections between HDMI and DVI-D (single link) devices. Supports video resolutions up to 1920 x 1080 and data rates to 5Gbps.

AITECH's premium HDMI Cables support high-bandwidth, uncompressed video, multi-channel digital audio, have double shielding for maximum video performance, prevent signal loss & screen ghosting. Cables are UL listed, have matched impedance, PVC jacket with braided nylon outer, metal hoods, molded ends and inner hood soldered 360 degrees to the connector for complete end to end shielding. Our HDMI Cable Connector has a fully molded construction and provides a secure, solid connection.

AITech's Ultra-High Quality HDMI Cables and Accessories

- AITECH HDMI-HDMI 2 m. length - 6.56 ft.
  AITECH P/N: 06-888-007-89

- AITECH HDMI-DVI 2 m. length - 6.56 ft.
  AITECH P/N: 06-888-007-90

- AITECH HDMI Coupler F-to-F
  AITECH P/N: 06-888-007-91